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COMPACT AND RUGGED WITH CUTTING EDGE
TECHNOLOGY
This spring Wohler has presented the new Flue Gas Analyzer A 450 that offers
all measurement and tuning functions.
Compact with a full range of functions
The analyzer is a sturdy measuring device that combines solid workmanship with a
clear color display. All measured values are displayed clearly at a glance. The Wohler
A 450 is a well rounded tool that offers flue gas analysis, draft measurement, burner
tuning guide, adjustment tasks on gas and oil systems and even solid fuel fireplaces.
In true Wohler fashion, the device is compact and lightweight by design and is guaranteed to be user friendly. Intuitively easy to use, the menu consists of icons similar to
that known from smartphones. The user simply taps an icon to open the individual
menu items.
Smart Functions
In addition to the user-friendly convenience of the touchscreen the Wohler A 450 also
offers the advantages that “smart devices“ provide. You are able to transmit all measurement data to a mobile device (smart-phones, tablets by Android and iOS) per Wireless LAN. These devices can then display the measurements as numerical values or
as a graph in the Wohler A 450 app. The app gives technicians the option of reading
measurements already taken and also the ability to take new measurements through
the app. This proves to be beneficial when measuring at points with poor accessibility.
The measurement data can be saved in different file formats and sent to the customer
by email.
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Caption
(Image: Wöhler A 450 Abgasmessgerät_Hand)
The small Wöhler A 450 Flue Gas Analyzer shows all measured values at a glance.
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Caption
(Image: Wöhler A 450 Abgasmessgerät_Smartphone)
You are able to transmit all measurement data to a mobile device per WLAN.

Caption
(Motiv: Wöhler A 450 Abgasmessgerät_Einstellhilfe)
Adjustment tasks can be done fast and precisely with the burner tuning guide.
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